Ciminii Named Cowl Editor

Predicting a return to the award-winning days of the 60's, Ann Frank, editor-in-chief of the Cowl, named Edward D. Cimini, Jr. as her successor effective today.

Cimini, a Providence native, is pursuing an interdisciplinary program in mathematics and economics. He is a commuter and member of the Class of '78.

Ann believes that Cimini has been a strong number two man always there in the clutch.

Unlike Cimini, Ann is planning a career in journalism.

Energy Conserved Means Money Saved

By Rosemary Lynch

"Colleges and universities throughout the state must do their share to contribute to the national effort to reduce energy consumption and strengthen the economy."

Charles B. Saunders, Jr. Director of the American Council on Education's Office of Government Relations

The Providence College Energy Conservation Committee is complying with the request of Charles Saunders. In a recent meeting held last Wednesday, it was disclosed that the closing of most campus buildings during the January break saved the institution $55,000 in fuel costs. However, despite the efforts of a vigilante group composed of members of the Friars Club, the electrical expenses of the College are on the increase.

$500 Dropped

Bill Campion, president of the Board of Governors, reported Sunday that the BOC junior committee lost between $500 and $600 for asking John W. Dean, Jr., convicted Watergate conspirator, to speak here last month.

The BOC paid Dean $200 for lecturing, but also invested money into advertising. Campion said the paid crowd attendance was a little over 200.

Counseling Center Predicts Jobs Available But Only to Best

(Editor's note: On paper the Counseling Center is a very impressive and far reaching service at Providence College. Whether it fulfills its potential is up to the students and its staff. The following is the twelfth and last in a series of articles which will consider what the Center has done for us classes and what it may do for students in the future.)

By Peggy Marvin

The employment outlook in most areas for 1975 is bleak in comparison to previous years. Yet, Raymond Thibeault, acting director of the Providence College Counseling Center, maintains a positive and somewhat optimistic attitude toward students entering today's job market. He believes that there is still room in many areas of employment for those who are talented, determined, and qualified.

This attitude may be true; however, current statistics from the College Placement Council do not enhance such optimism. The Council found that "across the board in all disciplines at all degree levels, a 4 per cent decrease in hiring is anticipated" by the companies polled. These business organizations also indicated that "if the economic situation continues to worsen, actual openings will be considerably fewer than currently anticipated."

The Council's survey noted that the hardest hit areas for unemployment would be for people with Ph.D.'s. The most active employment areas were petroleum, metals, public accounting, chemicals, and drugs. Most openings are in technical areas and anticipated employment in non-technical areas (mainly humanities and social sciences) will absorb only about 4 per cent of the graduates in these fields.

The general picture described by the employers polled range from "cautious" to "uncertain" to "precarious, primarily because of the depressed economic conditions," according to the College Placement Council. The report further stated that "hiring will be limited largely to critical needs."

Hoopsters Receive N.E. Tourney Bid

By Jim Travers

The final score last Monday against St. Bonaventure was 82-69 in favor of the Friars, but for all intents and purposes the game was decided at 6:00 the previous evening.

It was at that time that the ECAC Tournament Committee decided to give the Friars a reprieve from their St. John's disaster and a second chance against the Bonnies. To UMass's dismay, the Friars jumped into an early 10-0 lead, and thus into tomorrow's New England Tournament at Springfield, Mass. It was a tough decision for the committee to make, but based on the fact that PC's schedule was stronger and that PC had topped UMass earlier this year, it may have been a wise one.

As of this writing, the Friars are seeded fourth behind Holy Cross, Boston College and UConn, with the top seed to be decided at the Cross-UConn game yesterday. If Holy Cross wins, the Crusaders will be seeded first and will face the Friars at 7:00 p.m. as an edition as the Cross-UConn game yesterday. If Holy Cross wins, the Crusaders will be seeded first and will face the Friars at 7:00 p.m. If UConn wins, BC will be seeded first and will be the Friars' first opponent. In either case, the UConn Huskies will be the third seed and will play the Friars at 7:00 p.m. game after BC or the Cross. The winners of these games will meet for the championship at 1:00 on Saturday afternoon, with commencement game scheduled for 11:00 that morning. The games will be played at the new Springfield Civic Center, which has a seating capacity of 8,000 for basketball. PC was given an 1800 ticket allotment, as were the other three competing schools.

If the Friars draw the Crusaders in the first round, it will be the third time this season that they would be meeting. Friars took the first game by a point and the Cross

18-6 record is among the best in this area. The Friars did not play them this year, so this possible matchup is hard to judge. However, both PC and the Crusaders had tough games against URI, and appear to be fairly evenly matched.

This tournament poses as a big challenge for the young Friars, who, like all the New England basketball teams, have had their ups and downs all season, and want to prove themselves once and for all in Springfield.
Arts Honors Program
Affords the Opportunity
For Higher Awareness

By Marilyn McGair

"The Liberal Arts Honors Program is a way of withdrawing maximum benefit from the learning experience," remarks Richard J. Grace, director of the program. The intensity of the course demands more student attention, but the opportunity for reaching a higher level of awareness and understanding is an important result.

The Liberal Arts Honors Program at Providence College was established in the fall semester of 1957, under the direction of Dr. Paul van K. Thomson. Under the leadership of Fr. Cunningham, Dr. Fortis, and presently, Dr. Grace, the Arts Honors curriculum and scope have been expanded. Today, about 70 students are involved in Arts Honors. The classes are small, usually between ten and twenty students, in order to set the proper atmosphere for communication between students and professors.

Incoming freshmen are invited to become involved in the Arts Honors curriculum as a result of college board scores, high school grades and recommendations. Students may be accepted into the program after freshman year, however, through superior academic standing and instructors' recommendations. Arts Honors is interdepartmental. Students from many different concentrations, such as English, history, political science, language and biology, pursue their studies within the framework of a Liberal Arts Honors curriculum. In addition to the Western civilization course, dimensions of art, which is designed to explore the process of creativity in the arts such as literature, music, theater, and visual arts, is offered to all these students. Upper level seminars, such as the spring colloquium, investigate the various aspects of the humanities.

A student does not necessarily have to follow the entire course of study in the Arts Honors Program. The individual may instead choose Arts Honors electives within areas of special interest. As Dr. Grace explains, "We try to be sure within the Honors program that students will come in contact with some of the most competent members of the faculty. We have no monopoly on intellectual excellence, but we do pursue it."

A main function of the Arts Honors Program is to experiment with new approaches to learning. This goal has been realized in the innovation of such courses as Western civilization, three years before it was weaved into the regular curriculum. Independent research, as well as readings courses, were also exclusively Arts Honors before they were added to the general course of study.

An important aspect of the Arts Honors Program is that it is "small" and "liberal." "Community" is viewed as a vital part of the Arts Honors Program. Most classes and seminars are held in the department office in Stephen Hall creating an atmosphere conducive to intellectual debate and discussion between students and teachers. This sense of community is vital to the Arts Honors Program. The classes are small, usually between ten and twenty students, in order to set the proper atmosphere for communication between students and professors.

Juniors
Tired of Making Two Dollars an Hour?
Looking for a Part-Time Job with
GOOD PAY and
FLEXIBLE HOURS, and
SOME REAL EXPERIENCE in BUSINESS?

Call Don Lapierre
NORTHEASTERN MUTUAL LIFE
331-8300

Lecturer Attempts
To Stake
Dracula

Dr. Rado Florenescu, a noted Dracula historian and author, will speak at Rhode Island Junior College (Warwick campus) on the "real Count Dracula." His lecture, "The Search for Dracula," will be supplemented with a film, slides and discussion period.

Enthusiasm Hits
New Haven Club

By Fran Harrington

A sudden "epidemic of enthusiasm" has struck the Providence College campus. It has hit a regional organization which has always been prominent, but is expanding its membership, activities, and goals. That organization is the New Haven Club.

The New Haven Club is one of the most active organizations on campus. It is one of the largest, and its history is one of the longest. Domenic DiGlio, the club's president, is pleased with the great turn-out in membership and attendance at meetings. Currently, representatives of the organization meet every two weeks, and all members of the club meet once a month or whenever else it is necessary.

The New Haven Club is composed of 21 towns in Southern Connecticut, and it is further divided into six districts. The club presently has 186 members, and anyone from the New Haven area is welcome. There is neither a formal invitation, nor an oath of allegiance.

Under the new leadership of DiGlio, and vice president Mike Sunecki, treasurer Cindy Kranich, and secretary Diana Spagnoli, the club is hoping for the club to "blend in with" the school. "The club should not be isolated," DiGlio explains.
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Jack White Pockets
Another Winner

By Leon C. Cerrel

He has a personality which is a combination of Santa Claus and Don Rickles. Who might he be? Why, Jack White, the professional billiards player and "trick shot" expert, who entertained over 200 people in the "pit" of Slavice Center last Wednesday.

Jack White is a living billiards, or pocket pool, for the past 35 years, which fact should motivate his father to be a professional pool player, and his uncle a world champion. He is the only billiards player to have been invited to play at the White House, not once, but four times (the last time was last Friday, when he entertained President Ford). He has also performed before the Queen of England, played people in every branch of the entertainment world, played and beaten Minnesota Fats three times, and has a 99-year contract to teach at UCLA.

What was one of his most memorable games? "I guess it would have to be Big Springs, Texas, where I played Santa Claus. Every time I'd get up to take a drink, all the kids would be there. We played two or three games for the Continental Championship. When I got to the 36th ball, I said to the Friar Five would find hard to hit until you get tired, kid" while he

Jack sees nothing wrong with a little ethnic humor, which Is in his show in Slavice Center present, he not only is familiar with the term, it refers to a drinking party. As part of the Business Administration program, Bryant College, Smithfield, R.I. has started a new major in Professional writing, teaching, teaching of reading, human development, special education and religious studies. As part of the Business Administration Program, Bryant College, Smithfield, R.I. has started a new major in Professional writing, teaching, teaching of reading, human development, special education and religious studies.

There is currently talk as to whether Jack will be able to take time out of his schedule to teach billiards at the College. Jack noted that all he wants to do is "make friends, and promote pool the way it should be promoted." "Judging by the way the crowd reacted to his talent and his wit, it looks as though he has done just that."

New Haven Con't.

The New Haven Club wants to say good-bye to the year, as well as social. There are some New Haven alumni on the Connecticut Board of Education, and Diglio notes that those individuals could continue the organization. The organization does have future activities planned. Such "future prospects" include an Italian Day for the whole school, bicycling, and "go-looked" party (for those not familiar with the term, it refers to a drinking party). Such projections into the near future, and are academic, the general layout. Conducting these seminars will be professional journalists from the New York area, as well as the university's faculty. Guest speaker at the closing luncheon is Congressman Bella Abzug. The Cowl delegation was chosen on the basis of those applicants who in the past year have demonstrated a keen interest and aptitude for college journalism, who are interested in "re-cycling," the convention instruction into the newspaper, and who are considered to be those members desirous of ensuring the future of the newspaper.

The Columbia trip was made possible with the cooperation of Father Francis Duffy, O.P., vice president for student affairs.

Around R.I. Colleges

Salve Regina College, Newport, R.I. has initiated its first graduate program this semester, an M.A. in Human Development. The general goal of the new offering is to enable students to realize their potential and, through study in a professional area, to prepare each student to help others toward self-actualization. There are two major areas in the curriculum: a human development core, required of all, and five areas of specialisation. When the student completes the core offerings, he/she chooses one from the curriculum: a human development core, required of all, and five areas of specialisation. When the student completes the core offerings, he/she chooses one from the curriculum: a human development core, required of all, and five areas of specialisation. When the student completes the core offerings, he/she chooses one from the curriculum: a human development core, required of all, and five areas of specialisation. When the student completes the core offerings, he/she chooses one from the curriculum: a human development core, required of all, and five areas of specialisation. When the student completes the core offerings, he/she chooses one from the curriculum: a human development core, required of all, and five areas of specialisation. When the student completes the core offerings, he/she chooses one from the curriculum: a human development core, required of all, and five areas of specialisation. When the student completes the core offerings, he/she chooses one from the curriculum: a human development core, required of all, and five areas of specialisation. When the student completes the core offerings, he/she chooses one from the curriculum: a human development core, required of all, and five areas of specialisation.

The newly formed P.C. Housing Authority now has apartment listings available at the Student Affairs Office, Slavin Center.

We will soon have listings available of potential roommates. If you are looking for possible roommates, please drop by Student Affairs or the Dillon Club Office, Rm. 216 Slavin Center, for information.

Thank you for your cooperation

The P.C. Housing Authority
Cram It For Your Life

By Joseph E. Zito

This week's column is definitely in honor of midterm exams. I don't kno, how many of you remember a television series that was on for several years back entitled "Honeymooners." In the advent of an old year old bachelor with a terminal illness, whose task it was to cram forty-five pages of homework for the class genius otherwise known as "The class genius otherwise known as 5", he spots a beautiful damsel. For one solid hour he studies her, and only then does he ask her about the test. He sits down, Nature calls as he must answer.

...But little does he know as he goes to make his deposit that far from the "5's" office in the cell of Harkin's Hall, the beam-eyed prof is sadistically typing out one of his most brutal exams. The question?... Trace the culture of the Gonitsu Indians from their present development, high-development level to their present development, high-development level to... 

"Britannica" asks, "is this a fact, or is this a supposition?"
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Dear Editor:
The Cowl is an integral part of the community it is. Don't let the Church-State headlines, "Congress Defeats PIRG Resolution." Okay folks, according to that news article that is the end of PIRG on campus. No one's complacency will be upset any longer, right?Wrong! PIRG was only denied the opportunity to submit an election petition in the name of students on campus. Instead PIRG will hold a student referendum the week of March 3rd 4th. No support paper but the cowl could have opposing headlines about a single election being started at the same time, on one and the same page!What I would like to commend some Congress members felt the "organization would not actually benefit the students," but I say to you, much as a school newspaper and sports and government. In addition PIRG would have provided a test of knowledge learned in sociology and political science classes, encourage a more intelligent student body in the technical competiveness and skills of evaluative judgment. PIRG demands some issues from all sides and develop sound approaches to problem solving. Obviously, all of these are some very pertinent and irresponsible editorializing! It takes effort to educate oneself and all of the above methods were well-publicized.

Sincerely yours,
Bill Photos

---

Church-State Affects Kids

Dear Editor,
In my fourth year at Providence College I have seen this institution grow in many ways. There has been a greater awareness of on-campus problems and the student body has driven the student representative on the major ruling committees of the college. We have seen an increase in attendance, especially during the Western Civilization, I feel that Miss Cabrera failed to mention one thing in bringing cheating (in Western Civilization) that is, to drop the course entirely!

Sincerely, Peter Andreone '75

---

Dean's List

Sir,
Now that the Student Board of Governors has sufficiently listed all those who are not in the sweat of our tail, what little sur­

Dear Sir,
This letter is in response to the half-baked conclusion and irresponsible and ill-informed editorializing in the Cowl article dated 2-19-75, mostly directed towards the embryonic Rhode Island Public Interest Research Group. PIRG's Time Valuable

---

Abortion View

Dear Editor,
Here are my feelings about the Abortion Article printed in this week's Cowl. I would appreciate it if you'd put it in the Cowl.

Respectfully yours, C. Ramon

---

Drop D.W.C.?

Dear Being a fellow guinea pig in the first class to study Western Civilization, I feel that Miss Cabrera failed to mention one thing in bringing about the increase such a great sacrifice considering over $1,750, was raised for the student body. I am not taking a stand on this increase at all. I am simply pointing out that the weight of the courses, twenty credits, can just as easily work to a student's ad­

Dear Editor, A community cannot exist without a backbone of tolerance. It also cannot exist without a certain element of consideration. Stop and think about it. Eow often do you forget that the books in Western Civ are property of the school, not yours? Your library card allows you to withdraw or check out books, but do you have to forget about this responsibility?

We forget that we are all a part of a larger community, an integral part.

Sincerely,
Peter Andreone '75

---

Cowl- Wednesday, March 5, 1975

Merits of Overdue Fees

Dear Editor:
Re: Ana Cabrera's criticisms of the Western Civilization program.

By Carol Grabowski

Peter Andreone's with yours in your room. It's Monday of mid-semester week. You have a poll sci exam tomorrow, an English examination Wednesday, and a Western Civ exam Thursday. Eighteen days of non-stop studying seems like an hour. Oh well, maybe you can follow your own advice and hear that I've been hard at work! It seems like a clear indication of cheating, and perhaps this is the case. I'm interested in passing judgment on cheaters; I'm often more amused by their boldness, but this is a strong indication of the inconvenience of completing courses by doing this! Will make cheating prevalent regardless of the course. Is it valid to question the quality of the materials and their emphasis on everyone. Why don't they actually ask themselves, do I really care? Do I actually care about myself and let each individual make his own moral decisions. The world would be a much better place to live in if people like that didn't have a voice, but would still enjoy the freedoms of a democracy, do have the right to petition in order to show support from a majority of...
Chaplain’s Supplement:

The light begins to fade. The skies are heavy, grey and dark. The wind is picking up and it’s cold. It’s almost snowing. Our group is in the midst of winter.

I think about moments in history, this moment, and our spirits can match the season. It’s a bleak view when we take a look around us. I’d like to reflect a bit about some of the realities affecting our social life together. It’s appropriate inasmuch as Lent calls for a heightened sensitivity to the needy. We fast—not just diet. In the future I hope to be able to write to you about other issues of concern to a young believer.

Some people are very hungry. They’re starving. The media, the recent U.N. sponsored conference on hunger, the famine in the Sahel, Bangladesh, the probable devastating starvation in India, all have made us aware of the problem. Are we conscious of the problem? Hunger itself touches very few of us. But there is a relationship between our consumption and world hunger. For instance:

each person in the United States consumes an average of about 1,850 pounds of grain a year; the average in poor countries is about 400 pounds.

takes up to 10 pounds of grain to make one pound of meat twice a week, there would be 400 pounds of grain per week and over 100 million pounds per year.

Americans spend over $4 billion on toys each year and $2.5 billion a year on commercially prepared pet food. The latter is enough to nourish one-third of the world’s population that go hungry in the next six seconds, 12 children will be born in the world’s developing countries. Of those two, two will die early, five will never go to school, and only two will complete the elementary grades.

for the price of two air force bombers, 226 million children can be vaccinated against tuberculosis.

A recent article in the New York Times tells us that roughly 15 million children a year die before the age of 5 of the combined effects of infection and malnutrition. This annual toll represents a quarter of all the deaths in the world.

Speaking recently at Harvard, Father Ted Hesburgh, the president of Notre Dame said:

"I imagine our spaceship earth with only five people aboard instead of more than three billion. Imagine that one of those five crew members represents those of us earth passengers who live in the western world of North America and Europe, one-fifth of humanity on earth, mainly white and Christian. The person representing us has the use of 40 per cent of the total life sustaining resources available aboard our space craft. The other four crewmen, representing the other four-fifths of humanity — better than 2½ billion people have to get along on the 20 per cent of the resources that are left, leaving them each about 50 pounds of rice or 30 per cent. To make it worse one man is in the process of increasing his use of these limited resources to 90 per cent."

Is such a discrepancy in the distribution of the world’s wealth simply unfortunate? It is estimated that a large number of men, women and children will die soon because they don’t have anything to eat. Their food is all gone or it was never there to begin with. Desperate starving men scrounge through garbage cans in search of food. Graveyards spread over the globe. Is this just undesirable or is it a profound economic and immoral condition?
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In prison, you visited me

In the Kennedy administration and now president of the World Bank, points out that in 1972 the average per capita income in the developed countries is $2,400; the same average for the developing countries is presently $180. The situation however is worsening. It’s projected that by 1980 in the developed countries per capita income will increase by $1,200, the comparable increase for the developing countries will be less than $100.

The gap between the have’s and the have-not’s grows. The majority of our fellow human beings live in object misery and some of these fellow human beings are fellow Americans. Hope disappears and in its place are frustration and anger and despair.

All this seems like a bleak pic ture and it is, particularly for those who are victims. Without doubt the issues or problems involve politics. They involve economic systems. Psychologies are part of it. However, I believe that at issue is the question of how valuable is a human being.

We don’t often question our value systems. Because we don’t, we then don’t question the policies, institutions, operations and thinking that follow from these values. "That’s the way it is," "it’s always been that way," "You’ll always have poor people" are phrases often heard. We operate out of a "mindset", i.e. a guiding vision, a system of values, a perception of reality that a society embraces. American society today has been characterized as "efficiency oriented", "success-achivement oriented". Credentials, competition, profit tell us who is worth and what is worth more. Given the power and attraction of such values we can easily become addicted to a mindset, to the extent that any challenge to the status quo is just not understood. We think it’s our ocean, our oil, our sphere of influence. Let them work the way I did! If it’s yours, you can do it with what you want! Millions of dollars to athletes and other entertainers — so what’s wrong with that? I believe that it is precisely such mindsets that are increasingly inoperative. Practically speaking they just don’t work. We’re no longer speaking they never did. As a matter of fact it is such mindsets that are responsible for so many not making it either in part or not at all. The result is an increasing egotism and dehumanization both of ourselves and others. Father Pedro Arrupe, the Jesuit superior generally recent wrote:

"For by thus making egoism a way of life, we translate it, we objectify it, it becomes a system, an institution, structures, starting from our individual sins of egoism, we become exploiters of..."
Young Believer

Jesus challenged a mindset: both secular and religious. It cost him life. I'm sure he was afraid, lonely, doubting, misunderstood. He had come to do the will of his father—he had come to do salvation.

Jesus and the gospel values free us from cultural addition or at least can. They provide the basis for a counter culture. This is what the people of God are called to. Roman Catholic bishops, meeting in Rome in 1972, wrote:

Action on behalf of justice and participation in the transformation of the world fully appear to us as a constitutive dimension of the preaching, the gospel, or in other words, of the Church’s mission for the redemption of the human race and its liberation from every oppressive situation.

The Church, if it is to do this, should itself image what it preaches. Obviously and often it doesn’t. Bishops, clergy, religious. We Dominicans sometimes get swallowed up in the dominant mindset. We can be seduced by efficiency, success, security, consumerism. By complicity we support unjust structures, egoistic institutional, inhuman attitudes.

The values of this world become seductive. It is not just personal; it is social. That is why I go for it—we become just like them. We in turn can and should share in it.
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By Barbara Mays

This week I was approached by a faculty member who told me how PACE had been incorporated into the curriculum. It became obvious that an explanation was necessary, if not important, to the WHY. Chances are that PACE of the BOG is not the only program of its kind. The obvious coincidence that this organization has the same call letters as the Providence group.

There is a tentative schedule of PACE activities for the semester. There will be a lecture series which will be held in April and May. This series is sponsored by PACE and Ms. Loretta Blazik. Invitations are in the process of being sent to speakers at the present time.

Community Can't.

Counseling Center Can't.

and actual replacements, with few if any expansion needs being seen. Thus, a paradoxical situation exists: on the one hand a tight market for engineers exists, and on the other, lower needs in other disciplines combined with larger supplies of graduates, resulting in higher selectivity and reduced recruitment areas.

Changing Times, an employment section of the Kiplinger Magazine, offered a more optimistic note for computer engineering graduates. It quoted an executive of Sherwin Williams, who stated, "We cannot afford to pass up good introductory people today and in the future, for a good, qualified, probable employee." The magazine's survey showed that the greatest need is for business and marketing graduates, engineers and chemists. Demand is also high for students with some background in computers and computer specialization. Again at the bottom of the list were the liberal arts degrees. However, the editors recommend that students major in a course of study that leads to a proper degree, company look for good grades in that area.

The library's schedule will be held in April and May. This schedule is as follows:

APRIL 15: Panel Discussion: Women and Their Image. Image in the fan club had anything to do with it. "Battleship Bob's" fan club, said that "there is a little one in the house." No one was set the record straight. No one was set the record straight.


NEXT WEEK: Male Consciousness Raising. An interview with Stan Kwakowski.

Fan Club Denies Bottle Throwing.

Kevin Harrup, a member of "Battlefield Bob's" fan club, said yesterday that "most people who attended Saturday night's hockey game believe that the idiot who threw the beer bottle on the ice floor was an employee of the Providence College. Let me set the record straight, no one in the fan club had anything to do with it."
The Winner Is...

By John Marien

(Reviewer's note: Last week, the Academy for Motion Picture Arts and Sciences released the names of those nominated for this year's awards ceremonies. CHINATOWN and THE GODFATHER, PART II dominate the list, each having received 11 nominations. As an avid film fanatic and COWL movie critic, writer John Marien was asked to predict the winners. The following are his projections for the top six categories.)

Next month, Hollywood will present its 67th annual academy trip. For it is then that the yearly fare known as the Oscars, a presentation of which George C. Scott once called a perennial "meat parade," will be awarded to those whom the Academy feels have contributed the most to the American cinema. Of course, on this basis, the nation's economic plight should be given top honors for its role in bringing people back to a movie industry which had been sagging for years. Not to mention its brilliant performance as a schizophrenic inflation-recession-personality lassen.

As usual, there are five Best Picture nominees. Of these, Leaven and The Towering Inferno aren't it to ask if anyone even remembers what part she played? Of the remaining, Ingrid Bergman has been nominated four times previously (most recently in 1940) and twice (for Gaslight, 1944; Dianne Ladd (Alice Doesn't Live Here Any More) is a relative newcomer. It has a chance though it'll be an uphill victory if she manages to beat Ingrid Bergman. Runner-up: Dianne Ladd.

For Best Director, it is traditional that the director of the Best Picture cops the honor — or, if you wish, vice versa. As such, Roman Polanski (Chinatown) seems a shoe-in. But an upset could be in the making for Francis Ford Coppola. Since two of his films are among the nominees — Best Picture, Best Director (End War) — he could give him a victory. The winner: Roman Polanski; runner-up: F.F. Coppola.

The toughest has been saved for last. For Best Actress, it is nearly a foregone conclusion. Valerie Perrine (Leeny), who did a fine job, is probably the least likely to win because of the unidirectional of her "opponents." Faye Dunaway (Chinatown) had the greatest fortune to co-star in a great film. And, though she certainly did a marvelous job, she could have done still better. For Ellen Burstyn (Alice Doesn't Live Here Any More), all the awards have gone to Best Picture, not to her. At the same time, he is nominated for his work in only one of three (Godfather II), the combined votes for those who liked either or both could give him a victory. The winner: Roman Polanski; runner-up: F.F. Coppola.

In Concert: Aztec Two-Step

"Move Up To Love." "Always Be a Lover." "You Better Gun." "Dance." "Walking On Air," "Lullabies in New York." "Ballad of Humpty Dumpty," "Where Do We Go From Here?", and many others. Those are the titles of the old-new and new-new songs performed by Aztec Two-Step in concert Saturday. They are as good as their old-old songs, meaning those on their album, and that should be a sufficient indication of how good their art is. It's been three years since the release of their album, hence the dual classification for those yet-to-be-heard-on-vinyl tunes. That fact, along with various other tidbits of information, came up in a live interview on a local college radio station (hint: not WDOM) a few hours before the show. Aztec professionally avoided any outright news on an upcoming album except to say one was definitely coming.

The pair have an excellent stage presence. What is especially noticeable is Rex Fowler's vocal efforts and Neil Shulman's meticulous guitar work. which stands out much more in person than via phono-radio.

Fowler's voice is very distinctive, having a soft, almost-hoarse quality of one which isn't exercised much. But don't take that to be an accurate description. "Hoarse" denotes inwardness of emotion and is unpleasant and too soft to be effective. When he's not talking about Eerie D., however, his voice comes across as quite moving and piercing. It does, after all, have only three guitars to contend with.

Contr. Pg. 18, Col. 1

Trinity: Regally Entertaining

By Mary Dodge

"Pirandello is always preoccupied with the problem of identity. The self exists only in relation to others" taken from the program). Luigi Pirandello wrote "The Emperor Henry" which is Tristly, speaking. And like the quote states, the play is about identity and illusion. In a phrase, "The Emperor Henry" is a regal treat.

The story, originally titled "Henry IV," is about Henry of Germany and the Countess Matilda Spina. It is a rather rarefied Henry who begged the forgiveness of Pope Gregory VII in the snow at Cusano. There are a few mentions of this past event. Henry's problem began twenty years ago when, while in costume as the Emperor of Germany, he fell off his horse. As a result of the accident, Henry assumed the identity of the people. So, for the next twenty years, people have treated him as we would an emperor. That is until the Countess Matilda dreams up an idea to cure Henry of his illness. The possibility never occurs to Matilda that Henry might not want to be cured ... or need it.

The play is directed by Brooks Jones who must have had exceptional ideas about presenting this play. It is a talky play, with a twist in its plot. The production is handled so as not to bog down the audience. Jones deserves credit for this. Truly, he has produced a first-rate production.

The acting is extremely high in quality. Richard Kneeland plays the lead role of Henry. Kneeland has the ability to take long speeches and captivate the audience. The acting is so powerful that it hangs over every word he utters. Other major characters are played by Ed Hall (Dionisio Genosi), Richard Kavanaugh (Baron Titus Belcredi, the perfect anobi), and Jan Ferrand (Countess Matilda). The only shortcoming is Jan Ferrand. She just didn't seem real. I didn't believe a thing she said, and though she told the audience what it was going through emotionally, she didn't show it by acting. They were empty words.

Robert D. Soule constructed the set which was right there. The set had no curtain and it extended to the first row of the seats in the audience. The set itself was clever and added to the reality of the production.

It is very hard to comment on something such as this. If too much is said, it will give the plot away. If too little is said, it won't generate interest. In that vein, the only safe statement which can be made about "The Emperor Henry" is that it should be seen by everyone. Performance is Tuesday through Sunday until March 30. Go and enjoy.
Cagers Revisited Con't.

Aztec Two-Step Con't.

Shulman's vocal assistance, combined with Fowler's, created a pleasant harmonious effect, but besides his singing ability his outstanding contribution had to be his guitar playing which was flawlessly clear on fast numbers and beautiful on the mellow songs. Every song from their album was welcomed with applause and often by accompaniment by the audience. These included "Prisoner," "Dancer's All," "Bakin'," "So Easy," "Almost Apocalypse," "The Infidel," and "Killing Me." Their encore was comprised to a new, soft-slow song and a long-awaited rendition of "The Persuasion and Restoration of Dean Moriarity."

Both Aztec Two-Step and the warm-up band, The Banana Buskhouse Boys, established good rapport with an audience made up of people from widespread places of origin, attributing to Aztec's local popularity. The Banana Boys, moving little more than their lips and fingers, amused the crowd with one-halves scattered amidst their blue-grass numbers. Rex Fowler, at least, crouched over the stage end and sung his mike a la Rod Stewalt.

This isn't to say Neil Shulman wasn't totally immobile that evening. He came up to us after the show, shook our hands, asked our opinions and thoughts are interesting and provocative.

Energy Conservation Con't.

Suggestions that the steam room be opened on certain days, or for specified hours, were posed. When the advent of warmer weather, and a simultaneous reduction in fuel consumption Dr. Gousie noted that the steam room may be re-opened anyway. Another hot item on the agenda was the issue of cigarette smoking in classrooms. Not only does smoking necessitate ventilation, resulting in a heat loss, but it is also dangerous because it presents a fire hazard. At the suggestion of Dr. Richard Lambe, the committee will propose to the administration that disciplinary action be taken against students who continue to violate fire laws by smoking during class.

A major problem for students, as a result of soaring oil and electrical costs, is an increase in tuition and residential living. Mr. Burns warned that substantial hikes will be inevitable without the students' co-operation in conserving energy.

They may get less pampered players. If this trend ever really develops, there'll be no reason to be psychical on how well you do in college. They (the pros) will already have the players they want.

"Another result is that the colleges will become professional, and get paid and become professionals representing individual colleges. It seems the pros are going to be taking the kids out of high school.

"Then you'll have moreausible coaches and mediocre players, and bring back the old spirit."

-Cox's idea of college basketball in the future, though not easily seen in today's terms, are at least tangible. Moses Malone was a high school center for a small high school in the South, and signed a letter of intent with the University of Maryland. But the Utah Stars flushed a few thousand dollar bills in front of him, and he signed. I can see it now.

"And now, starting at center for Providence, a farm team for the New Orleans Jazz, six-foot-three, John Doe..."

Let's give America a hand!}

NATIONAL COLLEGE "PITCH IN!" WEEK APRIL 7-11

There's probably an organized "Pitch In!" Week program on your campus for the week of April 7-11. Why not contact your college information office for further details — and help give America a hand with the litter problem.

(Sponsored by the brewers of Budweiser and the ABC Radio Network)

Come to Papa: Friar goalie Rick Maffitt makes a clean sweep of RPI as Ronny Wilson watches helplessly. Friars ended their regular season with a 7-2 victory.
Illnesses Slow Tracksters

By Peggy Martin
The Providence College track team, suffering from illnesses and injuries, lost by sixth place in the New England Intercollegiate Indoor Track Championships at Tufts University on Saturday.

The highlight of the day for the Friars was when Mick O'Shea and John Trecy blazing their way to victory in the mile run. Timed at 4:09 and 4:10 respectively the two runners held back during the first part of the race behind Buckley of Nor­theastern, but then they sprinted the "full" infamous tunnel area of the track and upon re-emerging from there, O'Shea had broken away from the pack and taken a clear lead. Trecy gained near the end and finished only a second behind O'Shea.

John Savio and Mick Byrne contributed fine efforts in the unseeded heat of the mile run. John won the race clocking a 4:14 and Mick was only seconds behind in third place. However, in the seed heat Boston College's Keith Francis burned a 4:09 right ahead of U Mass.'s Randy Thomas with a 4:08 and then the Friars' winning times in their heats were not able to score points for their team.

In the unseeded two mile run Brian Farley and Tom Smith were affected by their illnesses and injuries, but contributed their energies to the race. If both runners were at their usual strength they would have had a chance at placing in the top of this event.

The final event for the PC trackmen was the two-mile relay. Once again Illnesses affected the team's effort. Ed Lussier led off and managed to hold his during the first half mile, and handed off to Pat Rafferty. "Kokomo" ran an excellent leg and picked up considerable ground for the next handoff. Mick Byrne took the baton, but he had only about an hour's rest from his previous mile run. He was heard to comment, "that Bear got up" after he finished his leg and handed off to anchor man John Savio, who too was wearied from his previous season with a 1:59.46 record. The season was an up and down one all the way; some nights the Friars looked unbeatable, but on others they could not be relied upon. With a young but talented team, the Friars are looking forward with great anticipa­tion to tomorrow night's tournament action. Coach Gavitt and the rest of the Friars would love to play either Boston College or Holy Cross (two earlier season losses) for the ECAC championship at Springfield.

Tell Me I Ain't Juiced
By Bob Murphy

"When I think back on all the crap I learned in high school, It's a wonder I can think at all. And though my lack of education hasn't hurt me none, I can see the writing on the wall."

Paul Simon

I can see the wall.
It's a wonder I can think at all.

Friar Quintet Can't.
For the Bonnies, Bob Rosyczko had 15 and Ellis Hollis 13.

One player on the Friars who deserves a lot of praise is freshman Bill Eason. Bill has come on in recent games with his soft shooting touch and strong rebounding. Bill's consistent play has won him a starting spot, and all loyal Friars believe that Bill continues to improve his game in future years at PC.

The Friars ended their regular season with a 19-6 record. The season was an up and down one all the way; some nights the Friars looked unbeatable, but on others they could not be relied upon. With a young but talented team, the Friars are looking forward with great an­ticipation to tomorrow night's tournament action. Coach Gavitt and the rest of the Friars would love to play either Boston College or Holy Cross (two earlier season losses) for the ECAC cham­pionship at Springfield.

What kind of jump shot does Bob Ausclair really have? Is Don Bello as stingy on defense as he is with good seats? Or does Fr. Quigley really expect the fans to show up when he is shooting those foul shots? These and many other answers to your commonly-asked questions will be answered when the Friars meet with the seniors all-stars in the second annual Faculty-Senior game on March 18.

The seniors won a hard fought game last year by a slim margin of two points, and coach Steven Wolk of the faculty is sure to be put to the test. The game will be assisted by Diane Pritchard and Butch Chary, with Larry LaFauce and Joe Gemma acting as coor­dinators. Their counterparts for the seniors will be Tom Schwartz and Gary Garvey, who will be as automatic to preserve the seniors' unblemished record.

Unlike last year's game, when emotions ran over a bit towards the end, this year's contest promises to be a little more disciplined and thus should offer a close, clean battle. Referees Bob Cooper and Bruce Grimm will make sure of that. The game will be broadcast over WPRO and the cheerleaders will be there to cheer everyone on. There will be a half time foul shooting contest (for those too tired to run up and down the floor watching this Phantasy game), and a MVP award will be awarded at the conclusion of the game.

After the game the Football Club will sponsor a post game party in the gymnasium, with a free 25 cents with a ticket stub from the game, and 50 cents without. The proceeds of this party will offer an op­portunity to rehash the game with the coaches and players. There will be an open practice, for all those who want a sneak preview, from 1:30 to 2:30 p.m. in Alumni Hall.

Memories, ah but they are beautiful. It's funny how when you glance into the past your power of recall tends to bring back only fond memories. It is by this process that the inconspicuous present is dramatically transformed into a segment of the "good old days". In just a few months, the Providence College experience will become part of the "good old days" for the class of 1975. I take this time to recall what that experience has meant to me.

Why, I can remember coming to PC in the fall of 1973, optimistic, sociable, and scared stiff. Freshman year was a difficult one, socially, for the male members of the class of 1975. We were the first off-class in the history of the school and it was awkward enough for us "kids" to compete with those suave and sophisticated seniors. I can remember wondering if I'd ever become an upperclassman.

But there was a place to take refuge. On winter evenings, the place to be was Alumni Hall. There was this short Italian kid named Ernie DiGregorio who got you so worked up at a basketball game that when you ran into David Thompson and his Wolfpack buddies and the season ended rather abruptly. But the parties were great. The rest of the cast didn't quite have the talent that Ernie and Marvin possessed, but as part of the team they were every bit as exciting. Franny Costello taking those line-drive jump shots. Danny Lewis stop­ping Paul Westphall cold. Nehre King jumping through the ceiling. Larry Rettverti destroying Villanova. And how about Charlie Crawford hitting on both ends of a one-and-one and beating Canisius at the buzzer? Still through all this, there were rumors that a transfer from Holy Cross, Stacom was his name, would be the key to making this team a national power. We'd just have to wait and see.

Sophomore year got off to a depressing start. Richard Nixon's humiliating victory over George McGovern left me with virtually no faith in the intelligence, never mind the morality, of the good U.S. of A. Socially, things started to pick up and I was no longer entertaining thoughts of transferring. At the half-way juncture I became sports editor of this rag. Kevin did prove to be the missing link and the Friars registered the biggest victory in their history, a 103-63 stomping of Maryland for the Eastern Regional Championship. Then came St. Louis and the story of Marvin's wounded knee. We lose in the first round but left little doubt that Providence College is the number two basketball team in the land.

Junior year meant the end of Western Civ, Gerald Ford vs. the Attica Brigade, but most importantly it meant a trip to the Friars to the Eastern Regionals in Raleigh, North Carolina. Unfortunately, the Friars ran into David Thompson and his Wolfpack buddies and the season ended rather abruptly. But the parties were great. All of which brings us to now, which is probably where I would rather be than any place or time of which I can think. Voltaire called it "the best of all possible worlds". If I had to state an official Murphy philosophy, it would go something like this: "You've got to be jouked for what ever you do, and as long as you're jouked there's nothing you can do." That is why I wouldn't either be here now, or any other time or place.

I have had a great time at Providence College. I have been jouked. And now, I am just as jouked to leave and find something new.

You might have noticed that none of my fond memories included anything pertaining to academia. That is because I did not and do not hold you out. There is very little I have learned in the classroom at Providence College, but my education has been rich.

And though my lack of education hasn't hurt me none, I can see the writing on the wall."

It's a wonder I can think at all.
Vermont Rally Tops Friars

By John Buonaccorsi
and
Frank Fortin

Burlington - The University of Vermont roared back for five goals in the last 13 minutes of play and defeated Providence College 7-4, in an opening round game of the ECAC Tournament.

Providence had jumped to a 3-1 lead after one period, but was still up by only 4-3 after two periods, and had taken a three goal lead at 5:04 of the second period. The Catamounts staged their amazing comeback in the last 13 minutes.

Despite the loss, the Friars finished the year with a fine overall record of 20-9-1 and a 4-0 mark against ECAC opponents.

Vermont, now 13-5-1, will face Boston College in a semifinal game this Saturday at the Boston Garden. The Terriers defeated Brown 5-4 in overtime in their opening round game. The other semifinal game will match Harvard and Cornell, a couple of old by league rivals. Harvard topped Clarkson 10-5, and Cornell dumped New Hampshire 4-2, in other first round games.

The turning point of the PC-UVM game appeared to come when the Friars picked up a pair of penalties shortly after they had taken the three goal lead.

First, Dave Donsieff was sent off for tripping. UVM's penalty killing team had killed off a minute and 17 seconds of that penalty when the Friars were trying to get the puck out of Boston University's end. But, during that time, UVM's Randy Koch took a shot to the head and was riled up by the fact that Bill Koch, a UVM forward, appeared to be controlling the play.

A goal later, Dave Donsieff was sent to the penalty box for having choice words for the referee.

Rogers Mallette pulled UVM to within one on a one-timer shot by defenseman John Glyne deflected off his leg and past the startled Rick Moffitt.

Dan Kennedy regained the two goal lead for the Friars when he blasted a slap shot behind Grace in Motion on five, at 6:39 of the third period.

But that was when Vermont decided to go into its hero act, showing that despite being a first year ECAC Division I club, they have the one quality that will make them a competitor. The ability to come back.

The Summary:

First Period
PC - Cusack (R. Wilson, Kelly) 0:44; (R. Koch, Glyne) 5:41; PC - Kennedy (R. Wilson, Donsieff) 6:39; Richard­ son (O'Connell, Kennedy) 8:43.

Second Period
UVM - Mallette (Glyne, O'Connell) 9:07; PC - Kennedy (R. Wilson, Kennedy) 13:35.

Third Period
PC - Valley (R. Wilson) 5:04; (R. Koch, Glyne, Reber) 7:31; O'Connell (R. Koch, Mallette) 12:18; Richard (Hallford) 13:10; PC - Green (Richardson) 15:18; Hallford (Lebaube) 17:15.

Friars Trounce Bonnies, 32-6

Gain E.C.A.C. Tourney Berth

By Tom Yantz

During this past week, the Providence College basketball Friars defeated Villanova, lost to St. John's and beat St. Bonaventure, landing them fourth in the ECAC Tournament.

Then Tuesday night at the Palestra in Philadelphia, the Friars played one of their best halves of basketball of the year in the second half and knocked off Villanova, 84-67. This win stretched their season record to 15-8 and was their second road win of the year.

PC had their backs against the wall; they had to keep winning. The Wildcats, led by Larry and Keith Herron, battled the Friars on just about even terms in the opening half and trailed by only a 38-35 count.

The Friars came out running after the intermission break. Bill "old man" Eason and Joe Hassett commanded the Friar charge. Eason hit on a variety of soft, fade away jumpers and poured in a number of rebounds; Hassett, who was held scoreless in the first half, found his shooting eye and clicked on eight for 11 from the field in the second half.

That is roughly what Jim Cox was up against during his tenure at PC. After starting his freshman year (they had separate teams for freshmen then) with such names as Kawalski and Ahern (coach for Mt. Pleasant now), he resigned himself to the fact that he wasn't going to be a major building block in Providence's basketball plan.

As he said, "It was obvious from the first practice that there were some guys that were going to go out and play and Eason and Hallford were two of them. But his time on the bench was not.

However, the Redmen's win over PC in the Ocean State was no fluke. They have a very good basketball powerhouse of the Eastern independents. St. John's pulled away to a 10-15 advantage on a Bill "Beaver" Smith short jumper. The Friars battled back as Rick Santos and Bob Misevicius could only play a few minutes.

The Friars executed very well in the opening minutes of the game and stretched their lead to 18-5. The Bonnies' shooting was so poor that they did not connect on a field goal until the 11:20 mark of the first half.

Although everything went well for the Friars against Villanova, everything turned sour against St. John's on Saturday with PC dropping a 68-70 contest. St. John's led all the way in this game; they jumped out to a quick 4-0 lead at the opening half and were able to score a point in the opening half to lead, 42-30.

The Friars came out running after the intermission break. Bill "old man" Eason and Joe Hassett commanded the Friar charge. Eason hit on a variety of soft, fade away jumpers and poured in a number of rebounds; Hassett, who was held scoreless in the first half, found his shooting eye and clicked on eight for 11 from the field in the second half.

The Friars enjoyed some tough matchups up front for the Friars. The Friars faced  PC this season. The guard was held scoreless in the first half, found his shooting eye and clicked on eight for 11 from the field in the second half.

When the Friars defeated Villanova, they put up a pretty balanced score by Joe Hassett (14 and 14 rebounds and Bob Misevicius 16, Bill Eason 14 and 14 rebounds and Bob Cooper 13 and 12 rebounds).